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Abstract 
Four electrode profiles are analyzed with re

spect to field harmonics in the three-dimensio
nal potential caused by profil es, which deviate 
from the ideal one. Emphasis is given to such 
electrodes, which can easily be manufactured on 
a conventional milling machine or a lathe. 

The following versions are discussed: 1) the 
"crankshaft" type, 2) the barrel profile, 3) the 
trapezoidal electrodes, 4) the finger structure. 

Our computational method in calculating the 
momenta is reported. Finally the influence of 
relevant coefficients in the potential expansion 
on particle motion is examplarily studied by 
means of a 10 - 300 keV proton RFQ linac. 

RFQ Profiles 

Conventional RFQ linac designs are based on 
the two term potential ' . But this involves par
ticular demands on the electrodes. An example 
was set by the Los Alamos POP experiment', where 
the manufacture of approximately ideal electro
des was accompl ished with a computerized mill ing 
machine. However, the request for an easier con
struction becomes obvious. Figs. 1 show princip
les requiring tools more moderate and in consi
deration of this the following configurations 
shall be discussed. 
1. The crankshaft structure of figs. la, lb and 

2 with constant bore radius R, = R, and rec
tangularly varying distance Rx resp. R . 

2. The cyl indrical barrel s of figs. 1':', 1~ and 
3 with constant distance Rx = Ry and rectan
gularly varying bores R, resp. R,. 

3. Cyl indrical rods with constant distance Rx 
= Ry and trapeziodally varying bore, as figs. 
la, lc and 4 illustrate. The principle is 
rea 1 i zed wi th -V = 0.75 in ou r proton 1 inac 3,4,; 

4. The fingers with gaps in between, constant 
bore R, = R2 as well as distance Rx = Ry ac
cording to figs. la, ld. This schel'le is rea
l ized in the GSI MAXILAC 6

• 

Deviations from the ideal two term case are ob
vious, thus the performance of hi~her field mo
ments is the aim of investigation"s. 

3-D Computations 

Use is made of the expansion of the potential ' 

(1 ) 

wi th 
2M r cos2M¢ N o 

(2 ) 

12M(Nkr)cos2Mcos Nkz N ~ 

and for the determination of the coefficients 
ANM at given electrode geometry we have composed 
a computer program. It is based on a three-di
mensional least square fit of eq. (1) to the 
spatial electrode surface. Considering all L re
levant coefficients ANM = XI in arbitrary se
quence I = O ••• L-l, those are gained as solutions 
of an inhomogeneous system of L linear equations 

L -1 
L HIKX I = RI (3) 

K=O 
where with eq. (2) the matrix elements are given 
by surface integral s 

II IIM'FNKrd¢dz 
II FNMrd¢dz 

* Work supported by BMFT 

(4 ) 

extended over the surface r = r(¢,z) of the elec
trodes. According to RFQ symmetry the axial range 
is only rr/2 and all ANM vanish, when N+M even. 
Bo~ndary conditions yet undefined in the gap PQ 
(f1g: la) are settled by an assumed two-wire po
tent1al.here. Th~ rel.iab~l ity of results, e. g. 
what th1S approx1mat1on 1S concerned, is always 
checked with the agreement to the voltage on the 
electrodes, for a precision of about 1 % the or
der L = 30 of eqs. (3) is mostly required. 

Results 
Referring to our 1 inac 3 ,4 ,5 figs. 5 demonstrate rel e

vant field harmonics occuring with the electro
des 1 - 3 together with the two term coefficients 
and it's approximation by a harmonic modulation 
which can be real ized with a mill ing wheel of ' 
constant curvature, however, the increasing cell 
length in the 1 inac compl icates manufacture as 
well. We have singled out as a representative 
section the last one at 300 keV. As striking evi
dence.we state that a significant gain in acce
ler~t1on rate A,o compared to the rate with ideal 
A1D1 at nearly unchanged focusing strength ADl 
takes place in all our cases, however, accompa
nied by an additive quadrupole term A2l and an 
octupole term A12 . Dodekapoles AD3 and A23 turn 
out too small in .111 cases to influence particle 
motion. Neither does jittering caused by A3D play 
a role. Effects on 1 inear motion characterized 
by the behaviour of the transverse phase advance 
per period are illustrated in fig. 6. At given 
transverse phase advance the acceleration rate 
is more or less significantly improved with all 
configurations 1 - 3, when compared to the ideal 
electrode or it's harmonic approximation. This 
is p~rtially caused by the quadrupole term A2l 
prov1ng hel pful when negative. Effects are illu
strated by fig. 7, where a particle beam of 10 
mA. is traced th rough the 1 inac. The plot shows 
ga1ns and losses due to A2l and A'2 either ;n-
or excluded., effects seem negl igible . It 
seems that 1n all our cases the higher momenta 
are too small to have any negative effect on par
ticle motion, although they usually are not too 
small for the proper evaluation of all coeffi
cients. Here we can state that for proton 1 inacs 
admitting large transverse phase advances the 
ideal surface profile has the disadvantage in 
construction as well as in acceleration rate at 
given phase advances. The behaviour of the fin
gers (s. fig. ld) is illustrated in fig. 8, 
where the gap is varied. Together with a strong 
ADl an impressive negative A2l term shows up. 
Now the c~nsequence is that a strong overfocusing 
happens w1th.our proton data of fig. 6, however, 
when we cons1der a typical situation with very 
heavy ions 6 quite favourable transverse phase 
advances occur with this structure. Present work 
is concerned with effects in heavy ion accelera
tion using all these electrodes, when low charge 
states demand operation much nearer to the sta
bil ity 1 imits. Then of course the knowledge of 
the ANM will be util ized for the determination 
of peak surface fields. 

Computations were carried out at the Hochschul
rechenzentrum. 
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Fig. 1a Transverse cross sections with bore ra-
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Fig. 1d Longitudinal finger scheme type 4, where 
acceleration A'D is determined by the 
gap g, lathe required 

di i R, and R" dashed hyperbol as corre- Fig. 2 Sketch of crank sha ft, s i mpl e mi 11 ing 
tool requ ired 

x 

spond to two term case. Note that with 
types 2 and 3 at constant distance 
Rx = Ry a larger curvature radius com
pared to those of the dashed hyperbolas 
is necessarily involved Rx = a + b usual
ly being taken. In cases 1 and 4 the 
bore radius agrees with 1.125 a 7 • Peak 
surface field limitations are not consi
de re d . 
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Fig. 1b Longitudinal rectangular cross sections 
of types 1 and 2 
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Fig. 1c Longitudinal trapezoidal cross section 
of type 3 

Fig.3 Sketch of barrels, lathe required 

Fig. 4 Sketch of trapezoid, lathe required 
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Field harmonics ANM of representative 
section with ka = 0.274 versus modulation 
(a = 3 mm, 108 MHz, 300 keV proton energy) 
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Fig.6 cosC o versus A,o of figs. 5, electrode 
voltage 30 k V 
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Fig. 8 

1 crankshaft, 2 barrel, 3 trapezoid 
\7= 0.411, 4 trapezoid ~= 0.7511,5 ideal, 
6 approximation of 5 

Gains _ and losses ~of particles 
due to A21 in proton 1 inac 3 ,4,5. Trans
mission about 6 mA, shaper omitted in 
design, PARMTEQ code, transmission ver
sus phase plotted. 
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Field harmonics of fingers type 4 with 
ka = 0.274 and cosC o versus gap in % of 
SA, a = 6 mm, 13.5 MHz, 18.75 keV/amu 
energy, cosC o corresponding to 
1. 120 kV for ions with ~/amu = 1/130 
resp. 2. 150 kV, 1/208 
Legend of curves as in fig. 5 
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